Suggested Reading On Spiritual Formation & The Christian Journey

**General Recommendations**

*The Life You Have Always Wanted* by John Ortberg

*The Spirit Of The Disciplines* by Dallas Willard

*The Beautiful Fight* by Gary Thomas

*Invitation To A Journey: A Road Map For Spiritual Formation* by M. Robert Mulholland

*Sacred Pathways* by Gary Thomas

Books and study guides by Renovare

**Other Recommendations**

*The Practice Of The Presence Of God* by Brother Lawrence

*The Grand Weaver: How God Shapes Through The Events Of Our Lives* by Ravi Zacharias

*The Divine Conspiracy* by Dallas Willard

*Life With God: Reading The Bible For Spiritual Transformation* by Richard Foster

*Spiritual Disciplines Companion: Bible Studies And Practices To Transform Your Soul* by Jan Johnson

*Shaped By the Word: The Power Of Scripture In Spiritual Formation* by M. Robert Mulholland

*Celebration Of Discipline* by Richard Foster

*Sacred Rhythms: Arranging Our Lives For Spiritual Transformation* by Ruth Haley Barton

*Renovation Of The Heart In Daily Practice: Experiments In Spiritual Formation* by Dallas Willard & Jan Johnson

*How People Grow* by Henry Cloud

*The Sacred Way: Spiritual Practices For Everyday Life* by Tony Jones